
for them, whether in the midst of cities or in suburbs. Let 
the ground grow more sacred as the spot where were placed 
not one but many generations of those connected with us by 
the ties of filial love, and more beautiful by accumula�ed 
treasures of art erected as memorials of the unnumbered 
dead who have temporarily reposed there. We believe that 
80me method similar to that which has been advocated above, 
and which is, to the best of our knowledge, brou�ht forward 
for the first time in this place, is not open to the objections 
which are justly urged against our present methods of inhu
mation: that it is in accordance with the latest teachings of 
Science in this direction,and that it will serve to increase and 
not diminish the tender love and reverence for the dead, 
which has steadily grown with all that is most excellent and 
beautiful in poetry and re11gion. 

••••• 

THE EFFECTIVE POWER OF TUBBINE WATER WHEELS. 

The failure of turbine water wheels to supply the amount 
of power expected is not less common than that of steam 
engines, and the causes are more numerous. Before pur
chasing turbines, it is necessary to ascertain the head of 
water available, and that there is an abundant supply; after 
which large allowance should be made for the friction of 
shafting, all well as for the power necessary to drive the 
special machinery, and thewhole determined in horse power. 
The selection of a wheel then becomes necessary. T here are 
legions of makers, each of which is ready to warrant his to 
be the best wheel made. All of them publish artistic tables 
of sizes and powers, always guaranteed reliable. The unin
itiated purchaser usually procures many of these tables, hav
ing voluminous descriptions and letters of commendation 
attached; and on examining them, he is surprised at the ela
bonte displays of figures, and often loses himself in contem
plating the accuracy of the decimals. When comparing the 
tables of the various makers, he wonders why there is such 
uniformity of high powers in wheels so different. In study
ing the details, he finds that Smith's Excelsior Concave 
Fluted Turbine of forty-eight inches diameter will give him 
84'71 horse power; while Jones' Scroll Flanged Buggy Wheel 
of the same diameter is fully warranted to yield 85'97, that 
being a gain in favor of Jones of 1'21:1 horse power, besides 
the further advantage of running with or against the sun, 
as desired. In wntinuing his comparisons to other wheels, 
it is needless to say that he becomes bewildered among so 
many wheels so far excelling each other, and finds himself 
unable to decide which wheel is the best. He is forced to 
seek the advice of some competent engineer, and, to his utter 
astonishment, learns that the figures of the tables so nicely 
prepared are in almost all cases totally unreliable, there being 
scarcely a maker's wheel that, in a test flume, under the most 
favorable circumstances, ever for a single hour indicated the 
the power claimed, and almost none that in actual use ap
proach the figures, many of them scarcely yielding half what 
is claimed. Under these circumstances, it becomes important, 
in selecting a good wheel, to be assured that it will furnish 
ample power. After ascertaining a reliable maker, in order 
to determine the exact size of the wheel it is necessary that 
at least one third should be allowed for variations in water 
levels, and for the loss consequent to the wear of wheels and 
gates; and, in addition, figures should be maie, based on but 
a little more than a half gate of water to the wheel. The best 
wheels afford almost all of their power at a five eighths gate 
or under, and a difference between a half and full gate is not 
more than should be the margin necessary to regulate speed. 
In use it will be found that opening gates seven eighths or 
fuUy simply amounts to a large consumption of water, gene
rally without producing five or ten per cent additional 
power. Some good wheels give less power when at full than 
at part gates. The rule should be to buy a wheel amply 
sufficient at about half gate, due allowance being also made 
for over estimate of power. We think the experience of all 
who have placed wheels with a less liberal allowance will 
bear out and confirm this rule. Allowing one fourth for the 
friction of the shafting of a cotton or woolen mill, without 
adding one third more for a reserve when in actual use, will 
scarcely fail to cause a manufacturer to wish that he had 
bought a larger wheel Actual tests, accurately conducted. 
of thirty-one styles of turbines show the comparative range 
of effective force, under the best possible advantages, to be 
as follows: At quarter gate, from 13 to 50 per cent; half 
gate, from 11 to 71 per cent; three quarter gate, from 31 to 
82 per cent, and at full gate, from 52 to 84 per cent, the 
best wheels giving out about all of their power at from 
five eighths to three quarters openings; while the lower 
classes give but little power unless flooded with water, and 
even then fall far short of the amount claimed for them. 
Another reason why large wheels should be used is that, 
almost universally, high and low points of the head and tail 
waters so reduce the force of wheels as to cause partial 
stoppages of machinery, unless there is surplus power when 
the water is at the ordinary stage. We are acquainted with a 
mill using ten independent turbines of various styles. Ex
perience has here shown practically that the relative power 
ilf the wheels, to that necessary to drive the machinery under 
constantly occurring unavoidable disadvantages, has not. been 
unduly stated, and that not meager allowances should be 
made as reductions from makers' over-estimates of the powers 
of their wheels, as well as farther liberal allowances for the 
friction of the shafting, loss of power in times of high and 
low water, and the margin necessary for the action of the 
governors. It has also been found true here that substi. 
tuting large wheels, operating at from one fourth to one half 
gate, for small wheels, requiring seven eighth gates,resultll in 
the use of much less water for a given effect. Were wheels 
accurately te.sted in places of use, and actual power ascer
lained, such large fractionll of allowances would not be 

necessary; and a less rate of proportion between that wanted 
and that claimed by makers is accordingly found satisfactory 
with wheels where such claims are based upon tests. It will 
always be found to be by far the most economical, with both 
steam and water, to provide abundance of motive power. 

ARlIlIY ANTS. 

It is a suggestive circumstance that, among the many va
rieties of animal forms, those which approach man most 
nearly in social and mental development 'are not his nearest 
allies, but creatures of an entirely different order, and thOde 
which stand at the head of their class, the articulates, as 
:.nan does at the head of the vertebrates. 

The closeness of formic mimicry of human civilizations is 
all the more surprising when we take into account the vast 
difference between the physical conditions of the two types 
of life. With nothing apparently in common, not even 
similarity of structure, men and ants have fallen into lines 
of development so nearly parallel in many instances as to 
suggest the existence of something far more imperative in 
the tendencies of life, and at the same time a much greater 
limitation in the possibilities of development, than are com
monly suspected. Especially to those who regard mind as an 
unmixed product of material conditions, and would measure 
mental power by weight of brain, nothing can be more per
plexing than to see the almost microscopic cerebral ganglia 
of the ant evolving products so like those of the immensely 
more bulky brain of man that their practical identity is un ·  

questionable. 
But our purpose is not to study the mystery of formic in

telligence in general, but the peculiar manifestations of it by 
certain species whose modes of life have been recently 
investigated. 

.As a general thing, ants are found in settled communities, 
which change their habitations rarely, and then for causes 
not under their control. A remarkable exception to this rule 
is found in the ecitons, or army ants of Central America. 
These, while existing in thoroughly organized communities, 
numbering myriads if not millions, never make permanent 
settlements, but are constantly roaming about the forests in 
vast multitudes, scourging the insect world as the migrating 
armies of Attila scourged the less warlike nations of Eu
rope. 

The traveler'S attention is usually called to one of these 
predatory swarms by the twittering of birds which follow 
their course to feast on the flying insects which they scare 
up. Approaching, he will discover a dense body of ants, in 
a column three or four yards wide and of enormous length, 
moving rapidly and examining every nook and corner where 
their game may hide. The captured insects are speedily torn 
to pieces and carried to the rear, or to their temporary camp, 
by relays of workers. On the flanks and in advance of the 
main army, smalllilr columns of skirmishers are thrown out to 
flush the insects they are in 'pursuit of, many of which, in 
their terror, bound right into the midst of the main column, 
to be torn to pieces instantly. The greatest catchtlS occur in 
masses of brushwood. Here the cockroaches, grasshoppers, 
spiders and other insects take refuge among the branches, 
while the ants are occupying the ground below. But their 
security is brief. In a little while explorers are sent up, fol
lowing every branch and driving the refugees to the ends of 
the twigs, to fly into the air and be snapped up by the birds, 
or drop among the throng of ants below. In this dilemma 
the IiIpiders alone have any means of escape; they can sus
pend themselves in mid.air and remain in saf6ty until their 
enemies have retired from the bushes and passed on to other 
conquests. 

The individuah: of this species of ants (eciton predctt01') 
are of various sizes, the largest being about a quarter of an 
inch long, the smallest less than an eighth of an inch. A 
much larger varioty (eciton hamata) pursue their prey in a 
similar manner, but vary their tactics somewhat as occasion 
demands. When on a general hunt, they spread their col
umns over a considerable breadth and sweep everything be� 
fore them, crickets, grasshoppers, scorpions, centipedes, 
woodlice, cockroaches, and spiders falling almost certain 
prey. Exploring parties are also sent up trees to luok for 
nests of bees, wasps, and probably birds. The moment a 
prize is found the fact is reported to the army below. and a 
column is �ent up to take possession. Mr. Belt, to whom we 
are indebted for these observations, and whose If Naturalist 
in Nicaragua" gives more numerous and valuable additions 
to the science of natural history than any book of travel 
since Wallace publiehed the If Malay Archipelago," describes 
these ants as pulling out the larvre and pupre from the cella 
of a large wasp's nest, while the owners were hovering about, 
powerless, from the multitude of their invaders, to render 
any protection to their young. 

When hunting in solid columns, these ecitons were round 
to be generally, if not al ways, in search of the young 
of another species of ants (hypoclinea) which make their 
nests in fallen timber. When a log is found, the column 
spreads out over it, searching 11.11 the holes and cracks, the 
smallest individuals pursuing the unfortunate hypoclineas to 
the furthest ramifications of their nests. The invaded ants 
rush out bearing their YOUt g in their jaws, and are despoiled 
of them so quickly that it is quite impossible to see how it 
is done. The ecitons do not harm the mature hypoclineas, 
caring only for thfl larvre and pupre, which are hastily borne 
to the rear of their column. What they do with their 
plunder finally does not appear. It would seem that they 
cannot rear the young hypoclineas for slares, as certain 
northern ants do with their prey, since no mention is made 
of any such addition to the membership of theIr communi
ties. 

When marching, these eciton ar.mlt. appear to be directed 
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by numbers of individuals, of a larger size and a lighter 
color than the regular workers, scattered at intervals of two 
or three yards. They stop often, and occasionally run back 
a little and touch some of the other ants with their an
tennre, as though giving orders. At the headquarters there 
are individuals of still greater size and more ferocious as
pect, which soon make any one molesting the nest acquainted 
with the efficiency of their enormous jaws. The temporary 
r6sting places of these ants are usually in hollow trees or 
underneath large fallen trunks that offer suitable hollows. 
One which Mr. Belt found in a hollow log, open at the side, 
must have contained a cubic yard of ants clustered in a dense 
mass, like a swarm of bees. And these were but a part of 
the whole community, as many columns were outside, some 
bringing in the pupre of other ants, others the legs and dis
sected bodies of insects captured on tbeir foray. These in
comers proceeded directly into the interior of the living 
mass through tubular passages, which were kept open just 
as though it were formed of inorganic materials. Like the 
hunting races of mankind, these predatory swarms are com
pelled to make frequl'nt removals to new hunting grounds. 
The migratory columns are easily known by all the common 
workers moving in one direction, the larvre and pupre of the 
community being carefully carried in their jaws. 

Many observations and experiments were made by Mr. 
Belt, testing the individual intelligence of these wonderful 
creatures. Though inferior in some respects to ants which 
hunt Singly, he does not hesitate to place them at the head 
of their order for intellectual and s�cial development. 

.. .... 

SCIENTIFIC AlII'D PRACTICAL IlIrFORKATIOlf. 

STEAM LIFE BOATS. 

Mr.H. G.A. Mitzlaff, in a paper read before the Institute of 
Naval Architects, proposes the use of steam in life boats, 
and suggests the hydraulic propeller or rotary pump as best 
adapted for propulaion. He proposes the following dimen
sions for such boats: Length 45 feet, breadth 11 feet, draft 3 
feet. The boat is provided with airtight chambers to pl'e
vent linking. 

THE HEAT OF THE SUN. 

Father Secchl, the distinguished Italian astronomer, has 
recently published the result of his investigations in the 
solar temperature, made during last summer, and states that 
his efforts were directed toward the determination of the re
lation of the solar radiation with that of the electric light. 
The instrument used was a thermo·heliometer of the inves
tigator's own invention, and the conclusion reached was that 
the radiation of the sun would be 36t times that of the car· 
bon points. If, therefore, the temperature at the surface of 
the latter is fixed at 5,432° Fah., a number not exaggerated, 
and supposing the radiation proportional to the temperature, 
we obtain for the potential temperature of the sun 240'836° 
Fah. 

ELECTRICAL FIGURES UPON CONDUCTORS. 

M. Schneebdi has investigated the conditions on which de
pend the dimenllions of Kundt's electrical figures, which re 
sult from the adherence of a fine isolating powder on a me
tallic conductor, from which a discharge is tmitted. In the 
experiments, the discharge of a Leyden jar took place be
�ween a horizontal Lletallic plate sprinkled with lycopodium 
and an electrode in the form of a ball or cone above the 
plate. It was found that, the circumstances being equal, 
the diameter of the figure augmented with the distance from 
the electrode to the plate, Lut never in a constant ratio. The 
lIize of the figure augments also with the quantity of elec
tricity which produces it. When the electrode is composed 
of a certain number of points, a regular circular figure is 
formed beneath each one. If in the path of the discharge 
a small plate of glass be introducel, a .pace clear of �owder 
appears on the metal plate of exactly the form of the glass 
plate inteTposed. With electrodes of conical form, present 
ing an angle of 60° or 30°, it is stated: that the electrical fig
ure is larger ae the angle at the summit of the cone is small
er. Finally, the diameter of the electrical figure is larger 
when the discharge takes place in a rarefied gas than at nor
mal atmospheric pressure. 

J.A:P ANESE BRONZE. 

A curious bronze is produced in Japan, which, when made 
in thin plates, resembles slate, and is c:Jvered with designs 
in silver. M. Morin has lately analy zed and examined the 
properties of the alloy, and finds that it contains, in addition 
to copper, from 4 to 5 per cent of tin, and on an average 10 
per cent of lead. The combination is 6asi1y molded into 
thin platts. These are varnished, and through the covering 
the designs are scratched with a burin. The plate is then 
plunged in a silver bath, when the silver is deposited on the 
unprotected portions. Lastly, it is placed in a mutHe fur
nace, when the copper blackens and the �ilver remains 
bright. 

CURIOUS PHENOMENON OF ENDOSMOSIS. 

If the membrane which lines the interior of an egg shell 
be used to close the tubtl of an endosmometer, the latter be
ing filled with sugar ani! water, and its containing vase with 
pure water, an odd circumstance will btl noted. If the ex
ternal surface of the membrane is toward the pure water, 
endosmosis is very rapid, and the water rises at the rate of 
some 4 inches per hour. But if, on the contrary, the inte
rior surface is turned to the water, the phenomenon is almost 
annihilated. Matteuei, is appears, has noticed a somewhat 
similar peculiarity in the skin of a frog. It would Beem that 
the phenomenon is worthy 01 1I�a41, al,nee U eo". that a 11-
qu,ld. d.o"" Jl()t UJl,ver� thllintp'J:1o.r of" OIIllule w-'.t)l �lle lame 
facility ou.tward.s in as in thll CO;tl� dUp�on. 
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